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We present low uncertainty measurements of line parameters for fifteen rotation-vibration transi-
tions of water vapor in the wave number range 7170.27 cm−1 to 7183.02 cm−1. These experiments
incorporated frequency-stabilized cavity ring-down spectroscopy and a primary standard humidity
generator which produced a stable and accurately known amount of water vapor in a nitrogen car-
rier gas stream. Intensities and line shape factors were derived by fitting high-resolution spectra to
spectral models that account for collisional narrowing and speed-dependent broadening and shifting
effects. For most transitions reported here, we estimate the relative combined standard uncertainty
of the line intensities to be < 0.4%, of which approximately one half this value we ascribe to limited
knowledge of the line shape. Our measured intensities and broadening parameters are compared
to experimental and theoretical literature values. Agreement between our experimental intensity
measurements and those derived by recent ab initio calculations of the dipole moment surface of
water vapor is within 1.5%.

PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here

I. INTRODUCTION

A quantitative understanding of the rotation-vibration
spectrum of water is critical to many scientific and tech-
nical fields. Water vapor dominates the absorption of
incoming (solar) and outgoing (thermal) radiation in the
Earth’s atmosphere, and its rotation-vibration spectrum
is relevant to remote sensing techniques in which the at-
mospheric compositions of water vapor and other species
are retrieved from measured absorption spectra [1]. Fur-
ther, there are many applications where the measure-
ment of water vapor amount via absorption spectroscopy
provides essential information for system quantification,
control, and optimization. Examples include propulsion
[2], combustion [3–6], ultra-high purity gases for semicon-
ductor manufacturing [7, 8], particle synthesis [9], and
human breath analysis [10]. Increasing demands on sen-
sitivity and accuracy in these diverse fields motivate com-
plementary experimental and theoretical studies leading
to a comprehensive and quantitative description of the
rotation-vibration spectrum of water vapor. To be most
useful, this description must be valid over a wide range of
wavelength, temperature, pressure and gas mixture com-
position.

A thorough understanding of the water vapor rotation-
vibration spectrum includes knowledge (expected values
and uncertainties) of the positions, intensities and line
shape coefficients of all relevant transitions. Significant
progress has recently been made on ab initio line lists de-
rived from variational calculations that incorporate accu-
rate potential energy surfaces [11]. These line lists enable
prediction of transition wave numbers at the 0.02 cm−1

level; comparable to experimental uncertainties for weak

and blended lines. Similarly, recent advances in the cal-
culation of dipole moment surfaces such as the BT2 [12]
and CVR [13] are expected to improve theoretical pre-
dictions of water vapor line intensities.

Line lists based on ab initio calculations require bench-
mark intensity data against which they can be validated.
However because of difficulties in delivering a water vapor
sample of known concentration to an absorption spec-
trometer, the measurement of absorption coefficients for
water vapor is problematic and often frought with sys-
tematic uncertainty. In the case of optically thick tran-
sitions, relatively small concentrations of water vapor
must be sampled. This requirement precludes accurate
pressure measurement and renders measurements sen-
sitive to relatively slow and difficult-to-control adsorp-
tion/desorption processes that involve the water vapor
and internal surfaces of the sample volume. Many labo-
ratory techniques are also sensitive to the presence of am-
bient water vapor and temperature gradients within the
sample volume, thus increasing the combined uncertainty
in water vapor concentration (and hence line intensity).

The validation and application of non-standard line
shape models such as those accounting for collisional
narrowing and speed-dependent broadening and shifting
effects are critical to the realization of water vapor in-
tensity measurements at the sub-percent relative uncer-
tainty level [14, 15]. We have recently measured rotation-
vibration intensities [16] and pressure broadening param-
eters [17] for water vapor in the 930-nm region by in-
tegrating high-resolution cavity ring-down spectroscopy
measurements, detailed line shape analyses and sample
generation methods directly traceable to primary stan-
dards of humidity. In the first study we measured line in-
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tensities with relative standard uncertainties approaching
0.5% [16], and subsequently Shirin et al. presented ab ini-
tio dipole moment surface calculations of intensities that
were within 3% of our measured values [11]. In the sec-
ond study the average scatter between our line broaden-
ing measurements and theoretical calculations was 1.7%
with a mean relative difference of ∼0.6% [17].

In this article we present line intensity and nitrogen-
broadened line shape parameter measurements for a
number of near-infrared rotation-vibration transitions
of water vapor. High-resolution absorption spectra
of water vapor/N2 mixtures were acquired using the
frequency-stabilized cavity ring-down spectroscopy (FS-
CRDS) technique [18, 19]. Below we discuss the measure-
ment technique and line shape analysis, and we compare
our results to literature data and theoretical calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experimental apparatus, which is located at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
in Gaithersburg Maryland USA, comprises a primary
standard humidity generator known as the low frost-
point generator (LFPG) and a FS-CRDS apparatus. The
former provides a known quantity of water vapor in a
steady flow of nitrogen carrier gas and the latter is the
spectrometer used to measure the absorption spectrum of
water vapor. The principal components of the humidity
generation system and gas sampling scheme are shown
in Fig. 1. Details regarding the FS-CRDS apparatus for
probing water vapor can be found in [20]. The present
spectrometer is identical to that previously described,
with the exception of a modified gas flow configuration,
and the incorporation of an insulating enclosure designed
to minimize diurnal fluctuations in the system tempera-
ture. As shown in Fig. 1, the sample gas was introduced
into the middle of the ring-down cell and symmetrically
exhausted out the two ends of the cavity. This new ar-
rangement reduced the background water vapor contri-
bution emanating from the cell walls and ensured that gas
flow swept all internal surfaces bounded by the ring-down
cavity mirrors, eliminating so-called ”dead volumes” of
stagnant gas where the local water vapor concentration
is driven by diffusion to or from the bounding metal sur-
faces. Gas flow was drawn through the ring-down cell
by a diaphragm vacuum pump, giving a volumetric flow
rate of 0.85 std. L min−1 for all line parameter measure-
ments reported here. A critical-flow orifice plate between
the LFPG (see Fig. 1) and ring-down cavity maintained
a large pressure drop between the two systems, and a
a servo-controlled solenoid-actuated valve regulated the
gas pressure in the ring-down cell. We measured the
sample gas pressure, p, with a capacitance diaphragm
gauge (ur(p) < 0.07%), and temperature, T was mea-
sured with a 2.4 kΩ thermistor mounted in good thermal
contact with the outer surface of the stainless steel tube
comprising the sample cell. The thermistor temperature

uncertainty was u(T ) = 15 mK, and two thermocouples
were mounted at opposite ends of the ring-down spec-
trometer and indicated a maximum temperature differ-
ence of 30 mK.

A. Primary standard humidity generator

The LFPG is a primary standard humidity generator
developed and maintained at NIST to support hygro-
metric measurements in ultra-dry gas streams [21, 22].
This system produces steady flow mixtures of trace wa-
ter vapor in nitrogen over the water vapor molar fraction
range, xw = 4 nmol mol−1 to 4 mmol mol−1. The hu-
midity level delivered by the LFPG can be modeled in
terms of relatively simple thermodynamic relations, and
its output has been validated against NIST’s primary
gravimetric humidity standards [23]. The LFPG consists
of an isothermal copper saturator with actively controlled
temperature (with a precision of 2 mK) over the range
-101 ◦C to -5 ◦C. The saturator has a 4-m long chan-
nel filled with ice over which nitrogen carrier gas flows.
The long flow path and isothermal conditions (maximum
temperature difference of 10 mK) ensure that the water
vapor content in the exiting gas stream is independent of
gas flow rate. Thus the water vapor in the sample stream
can be assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium with
the ice-coated channel of the LFPG saturator, and the
water vapor molar fraction in the output stream of the
LFPG is given by xw = ew(Ts)f(Ts,ps)/ps, where ew is
the vapor pressure of hexagonal ice [24], Ts and ps are
the saturator temperature and pressure, respectively, and
f is the enhancement factor accounting for non-ideal gas
and non-ideal mixing effects [25]. In this study f(Ts,ps) is
assumed to be that of air and is ∼ 1.007. Over the range
of measurements reported here, the relative combined
standard uncertainty, ur(xw) increases with decreasing
xw and varies from 0.21% at xw=3.3×10−6 to 0.065% at
xw=1.7×10−3 [26]. In our previous study of water vapor
line intensities [20] we used a portable humidity gener-
ator and a transfer-standard chilled-mirror hygrometer
having ur(xw) = 0.4%. The present configuration elimi-
nated this additional uncertainty since the FS-CRDS gas
sampling system was connected directly to the output of
the NIST primary standard humidity generator.

B. Determination of line intensity

We modeled the measured FS-CRDS spectra, denoted
by [cτ(ν̃)]−1, as the sum of absorption line shape pro-
files superimposed on a linear baseline n0[cτ(ν̃)]−1 =
α(ν̃) + Tm(ν̃)l−1. Here n0 is the broadband (non-
resonant) index of refraction of the medium [27], c is the
speed of light, τ is the measured ring-down time con-
stant, Tm is the effective transmission of the mirrors,
and l is the cavity length. From dispersion relations for
the refractive index of nitrogen [28], we calculate that
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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram illustrating the interface of the
primary standard humidity generator (LFPG) to the ring-
down spectrometer. The LFPG comprises the components
within the dashed bounding box. The gas flow path is indi-
cated by the arrowed lines.

1.8 × 10−5 < (n0 − 1) < 7.2 × 10−5 for all sample con-
ditions considered here and therefore we set n0=1 in the
spectral analysis. The spectrum wave number ν̃ equals
ν̃s + q×FSR/c, in which ν̃s is the laser’s starting wave
number measured by a wave meter, FSR is the cavity free
spectral range, and q is the index counting the number of
ring-down cavity longitudinal mode orders through which
the laser is tuned relative to the beginning of the scan.
We note that in the FS-CRDS technique, the comb of res-
onant frequencies of the ring-down cavity is actively sta-
bilized using a frequency-stabilized reference laser, thus
giving rise to a highly linear and precise spectrum axis
having a wave number resolution < 3×10−5 cm−1 (∼ 1
MHz) [29]. We used the ideal gas relation (which is a
good assumption for mixtures of water vapor and nitro-
gen in the temperature and pressure range considered
here) xwp(kbT )−1 to calculate the water vapor number
density, n, in which kb is the Boltzmann constant. The
line area A is found by evaluating

∫
dν̃ α(ν̃− ν̃0) where α

is the absorption coefficient (from the line shape fit to the
observed spectrum) and ν̃0 is the transition wave num-
ber. Measured values of n and A enable calculation of
the line intensity via the relation S(T ) = A/n. All line
intensities reported here are corrected to the reference
temperature Tr= 296 K using

S(Tr) = S(T )
q(T )
q(Tr)

× e−E′′/(kbTr)

e−E′′/(kbT )
, (1)

where q(T ) is the total internal partition function and

E′′ is the lower state energy level. Both q(T ) and E′′ were
taken from the 2004 edition of the HITRAN database
[30].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

We chose to investigate fifteen water vapor transitions
within the wave number region between 7170 cm−1 and
7183 cm−1, having line intensities in the range from
about 1.5 × 10−20 cm−1/(molec. cm−2) to 2.7 × 10−23

cm−1/(molec. cm−2). The complete list of transitions
investigated in this paper together with their wave num-
bers, intensities, lower state energies and quantum num-
bers reported in the HITRAN database is given in Table
I. In this study all reported transitions are for the H16

2 O
isotopologue, and the reported intensities are effectively
weighted for natural isotopic abundance of this water iso-
topologue which is equal to 0.997317 [31].

To minimize systematic error in the water vapor sam-
ple preparation, we measured the background water va-
por molar fraction associated with outgassing from the
connecting tubing and/or ring-down cell. We purged the
ring-down cell for several days with a molecular-sieve pu-
rified nitrogen ”zero-gas” stream (xw < 0.5 nmol mol−1),
and we measured the residual water vapor in the ring-
down cell by FS-CRDS of the ν̃0 = 7181.15578 cm−1

transition. We found that the background water vapor
molar fraction was approximately 4 nmol mol−1. This
background level corresponds to a 0.12% relative uncer-
tainty in line intensity for the 7181.15578 cm−1 transi-
tion, and a relative uncertainty < 0.03% for all other
transitions considered here.

In Figure 2 the measured temperature and pressure
in the ring-down cell over a 10 h time period are pre-
sented. During this time spectra of the 7181.15578 cm−1

line broadened by 26.7 kPa (200 Torr) of nitrogen were
measured. The time required to record one spectrum was
about fifteen minutes. In the bottom graph of Fig. 2 the
intensity S of the measured line is presented as a function
of time. These values are corrected to the reference tem-
perature Tr as discussed above. The results presented
in Fig. 2 demonstrate our measurement precision. For
fifteen minute time periods, corresponding to the acqui-
sition of a single spectrum, the cell temperature change
is smaller than 9.5 mK. The pressure measurements in-
dicate statistical (random) noise rather than systematic
changes and the standard deviation of p over one spec-
trum acquisition is < 6.7 Pa (0.05 Torr), which corre-
sponds to a relative standard deviation of p smaller than
2.5× 10−4. As can be seen in the plot of line intensities
vs time the measured intensities are not correlated with
slow cell temperature or pressure drift. For this case the
relative standard deviation of the measured line intensity
is 1.8× 10−3.

In order to find a line shape model that properly fits
our experimental spectra four different models were fit-
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TABLE I: List of investigated water transitions with transition wave numbers, intensities at Tr = 296 K, lower state energy
levels and quantum assignments. Data are taken from HITRAN [30].

ν̃0 S(Tr) E′′ V ′ V ′′ Q′ Q′′

(cm−1) cm−1/(molec. cm−2) (cm−1)

7170.27781 1.969E-21 206.3014 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 3 2 2
7172.69909 3.288E-22 300.3623 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 4 2 3
7173.96018 2.683E-23 1059.8354 0 2 1 0 0 0 8 5 3 7 5 2
7174.13738 5.809E-22 95.1759 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 1 1
7175.49242 2.905E-23 1360.2354 1 0 1 0 0 0 9 4 6 9 4 5
7175.98676 2.715E-22 206.3014 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 3 3 2 2
7178.44584 1.493E-22 602.7735 1 0 1 0 0 0 6 2 5 6 2 4
7179.18718 6.011E-23 326.6255 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 2 5 1 5
7179.75201 2.299E-22 1216.1945 1 0 1 0 0 0 7 6 2 7 6 1
7180.39972 5.608E-22 224.8384 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 4 1 4
7180.61301 3.038E-23 1477.2974 1 0 1 0 0 0 9 5 5 9 5 4
7181.15578 1.505E-20 136.7617 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 0 3
7182.20911 1.541E-21 42.3717 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
7182.94962 3.752E-21 142.2785 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 2 3 1 3
7183.01579 4.115E-22 134.9016 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 2 3 1 3
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FIG. 2: Ring-down cell temperature T , pressure p and mea-
sured line intensities S(Tr) as a function of time.

ted: the commonly used Voigt profile (VP), the Galatry
profile (GP) [32] which takes collisional (Dicke) narrow-
ing into account using the soft collision approximation,
the speed-dependent Voigt profile (SDVP) [33] which ac-
counts for the fact that collisional broadening and shift-
ing effects depend on the absorber-perturber speed, and
the speed-dependent Nelkin-Ghatak profile (SDNGP)
[34, 35] (also called the speed-dependent Rautian pro-
file). This profile takes into account collisional narrow-
ing and the speed-dependence of collisional broadening
and shifting. The collisional narrowing effect in the SD-
NGP model is treated in the hard-collision approxima-
tion. Here we chose the profile based on the hard collision
approximation because its form is simpler than the cor-
responding soft-collision version (speed-dependent Gala-
try profile) or the relatively complicated billiard-ball col-
lision model (speed-dependent billiard ball profile), see
[36] and references therein. All of these profiles were

used before by many authors, and in some cases for near-
infrared water spectra. For both the SDVP and SDNGP
the speed-dependence of collisional broadening and shift-
ing was modeled by a quadratic function as described
by Priem et al. [37]. In this model we have to two pa-
rameters aW , aS which describe the speed-dependence of
the collisional broadening and shifting respectively. They
were found from the best fit of profiles to experimental
data.

A description of semiclassical line shape models used
in this paper can be found e.g. in Ref. [38]. We give
only an expression for the SDNGP with quadratic speed-
dependence functions to facilitate use of the experimental
line shape parameters reported herein. The intensity dis-
tribution of an isolated spectral line can be written as the
real part of a complex line shape function

I(ν) = Re I(ν). (2)

For the SDVP the complex line shape function can be
expressed in terms of an integral over the absorber’s ve-
locity distribution as

ISDVP(u) =
2

π3/2

∫ ∞

−∞
dx e−x2

x

{
arctan

(
u−dBS(x)+x

gBW (x)

)

+
i

2
ln

[
1 +

(
u− dBS(x) + x

gBW (x)

)2]}
, (3)

where x is the reduced absorber velocity, u = (ν−ν0)/νD,
g = Γ/νD, d = ∆/νD. Here ν0 is the unperturbed
line center frequency, Γ and ∆ are the collisional width
(HWHM) and shift, respectively, and νD = γD/(2

√
ln 2),

where γD is the Doppler width (FWHM) of the line.
BW (x) and BS(x) are the reduced speed-dependent col-
lisional width and shift functions [39] which in the case
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FIG. 3: Experimental profile of the H2O 7179.75201 cm−1

line broadened by 13.3 kPa of nitrogen and residuals corre-
sponding to fits of model line shapes: VP, GP, SDVP, and
SDNGP.

of quadratic speed-dependence can be written as

BW (x) = 1 + aW (x2 − 3/2) (4)

BS(x) = 1 + aS(x2 − 3/2) . (5)

For the SDNGP the complex line shape function has the
following form

ISDNGP(u) =
ISDVP∗(u)

1− πzISDVP∗(u)
, (6)

where z = νopt/νD, and ISDVP∗(u) is ISDVP(u) with g
replaced by g+z. The frequency of optical collisions νopt

quantifies the collisional narrowing effect.
Figure 3 presents the experimental profile of the

7179.75201 cm−1 line broadened by 13.3 kPa (100 Torr)
of nitrogen. Below are the residuals R(ν) corresponding
to respective fits of model line shapes: VP, GP, SDVP,
and SDNGP. For all profiles the Doppler width of the line
was constrained to the value calculated from the mea-
sured cell temperature. The collisional width and col-
lisional narrowing parameters for the GP and SDNGP
were fitted. The collisional shifting was constrained to
the value for shifting by air (given in HITRAN) because
N2-induced shifting coefficients are not available in the
literature for the transitions investigated here. The un-
perturbed line position ν0 and both of the quadratic
speed-dependence parameters aW , aS were also fitted.
The line narrowing effect is clearly seen in the VP resid-
uals and the fit quality can be greatly improved when a

single narrowing effect (Dicke narrowing - GP or speed-
dependence of pressure broadening - SDVP) is taken into
account. However, only when both the speed-dependence
and Dicke narrowing are modeled together (SDNGP) do
the fits give residuals having only random noise.

Fitting individual profiles with the SDNGP, or any
other profile that has two variable parameters corre-
sponding to collisional narrowing and speed-dependence
of collisional broadening leads to an additional difficulty
caused by correlation of these two parameters. As a re-
sult, one obtains a nonlinear dependence of these param-
eters with pressure and increased uncertainty in their fit-
ted values. For the problem of nonlinear increase of colli-
sional narrowing with pressure which was reported earlier
by many authors e.g. [40–42], the best remedy would be
to constrain the speed dependence of collisional broad-
ening to the calculated values if available. Unfortunately
for the water lines investigated in this paper such data
are unavailable. Also, the collisional narrowing param-
eter cannot be easily calculated and constrained in the
fitting procedure because as been demonstrated in many
cases including water spectra, the value of νopt cannot be
determined from the diffusion coefficient of the absorber
within the buffer gas. This fact can be understood in
the framework of semi-classical line shape theory and is
attributed to correlations between phase- and velocity-
changing collisions [34, 43–45].

In this paper multispectrum fits spanning a range
of pressure were done for all experimental data. This
method of data analysis was used before by Benner et
al. [46] and Pine et al. [47, 48]. Here we simultaneously
fit sets of profiles corresponding to different pressures by
fitting the collisional broadening γ = Γ/p, and narrowing
coefficients, β = νopt/p, instead of the respective widths,
Γ and νopt for each pressure. The δ = ∆/p values were
constrained and the line centers ν0 were fitted individ-
ually for each pressure. This approach ensures a linear
dependence of the broadening and narrowing widths on
pressure, and it eliminates the correlation of νopt and aW

because the former is proportional to pressure whereas
the latter is independent of pressure. The problem of
correlation between the speed dependence of Γ and col-
lisional narrowing was analyzed before in [37, 49].

In Figure 4 we present experimental profiles of the
7179.75201 cm−1 water vapor line broadened by nitrogen
for p = (6.67, 13.3, and 26.6) kPa and xw = 1.8× 10−4.
Below are the residuals obtained from the multispectrum
fit of the SDNGP. The residuals do not reveal any sys-
tematic discrepancies between model and experimental
data for all measured pressures. The same fit proce-
dure was applied to spectra of the other water transi-
tions investigated here. Any weak neighboring lines were
also taken into account and in most cases their positions
and relative intensities were constrained to values from
HITRAN. In several cases their positions or intensities
were fitted to achieve better residuals. In order to prop-
erly model wings of strong lines we measured lines from
the strongest to the weakest in the investigated region,
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enabling us to use our line intensities and line shape pa-
rameters. The relative line positions were taken from the
HITRAN database.

An interesting test of the parameters resulting from
the multispectrum fit is presented in Figure 5. The up-
per and lower graphs show the variation of aW and νopt,
respectively, vs. nitrogen pressure. The blue (solid) sym-
bols correspond to parameters obtained from individual
fits of the SDNGP for each pressure with both aW and
νopt fitted. The red (open) symbols correspond to indi-
vidual fits of the SDNGP in which aW was constrained
to the value yielded by the multispectrum fit and νopt

was fitted for each pressure. Straight lines correspond to
parameters from the multispectrum fits. It is clearly seen
that the fitted νopt depends linearly on pressure and the
scatter in the fitted values is greatly reduced when aW

is constrained to be equal to the value determined from
the multispectrum fit.

In Figure 6 we present a comparison of the fitted line
area of the ν̃0 = 7170.27781 cm−1 water vapor line at
p=13.3 kPa of nitrogen as a function of length of spec-
trum for three different model profiles: VP, GP, and SD-
NGP. Note that the FWHM of this transition is approxi-
mately 1.2 GHz at this pressure. As the spectrum length
is reduced, systematic error in the line area grows, espe-
cially for the Voigt profile, because it fits the data poorly
and there is less information about the line wings with re-
duced scan length. For a given spectrum length a better
profile is needed to find the line area properly. Even with
a scan length that is more than fifteen times the FWHM
of the line, this plot clearly shows how inappropriate the
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Voigt profile is for quantitative water spectroscopy. The
fitted line area is underestimated by 2% to 11% for this
case, which is typical of many measurements. It is in-
teresting that the Galatry profile is almost as good as
the SDNGP for this line area determination. Also the
line areas from the SDVP fits (not shown here) are very
similar to those of the GP and SDNGP fits. This re-
sult agrees with the conclusions of Wehr et al. [50] who
found that any profile giving a good quality of the fit
also provides a good estimation of line area, even if it is
not physical. However, the clear advantage of the SD-
NGP is that, contrary to the GP, one can find all the
pressure-dependent width parameters to be linear with
pressure. One should note that the difference in the VP
line area and that of the GP or SDNGP may be smaller
at higher pressures (for example at atmospheric pressure)
where the line shape is dominated by collisional broaden-
ing and the Doppler component is less important. Such
a high pressure, however, is less convenient to use for
quantitative spectroscopy because lines are blended and
line mixing effects [51, 52] often need to be taken into
account. Moreover, the speed-dependent effects are also
important for high pressures.

Table II summarizes our experimental results of wa-
ter line intensities and line shape parameters based on
the SDNGP fits. ν̃0HT is the transition wave number
taken from HITRAN. S is our line intensity, u(S) is the
combined standard uncertainty of S, which takes into ac-
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FIG. 6: Fitted line area of the 7170.27781 cm−1 water vapor
line at 13.3 kPa of nitrogen as a function of length of spectrum
for three different model profiles: VP, GP, SDNGP.

count the standard deviation of the fitted spectrum area
and the measurement repeatability, as well as system-
atic (Type B) uncertainties in the pressure and temper-
ature measurements, LFPG and background water va-
por molar fractions, and ring-down cavity free spectral
range. Additionally in Table II, the systematic uncer-
tainty associated with the line shape model was taken
into account. From differences between the fitted line
areas for the SDVP, GP and SDNGP, we estimate an
upper limit of 0.2% for the relative standard uncertainty
arising from the choice of line shape. The component
uncertainties for the respective transitions are plotted
in Fig. 7 vs. measured line intensity, where we have
divided the combined uncertainty of line intensity into
those due to water vapor sample preparation (LFPG out-
put water vapor molar fraction, background water vapor
molar fraction, temperature and pressure measurements)
and those associated with the spectroscopic measurement
of line area (line shape model, profile fitting, ring-down
measurement reproducibility). It can be seen that the
dominant uncertainty arises from the cavity ring-down
measurement of line area where approximately half of
this value comes from the estimated upper bound error
caused by incomplete knowledge of the true line shape.
Conversely, the water vapor sample preparation compo-
nent contributes on the average only about one third of
the combined uncertainty, and in the absence of spec-
troscopic measurement errors, we estimate that by using
primary standards of humidity generation such as those
implemented in this study, there would be a lower bound
of ∼ 0.15% for the relative uncertainty in line intensity.
It is interesting to note that the relative combined stan-
dard uncertainty is less than 0.4% for the majority of
the transitions reported here: which is arguably an un-
precedented level of accuracy for water vapor rotation-
vibration intensity measurements. Table II also gives
the quantities γN2 and u(γN2) which are the collisional
broadening coefficient (HWHM) and its combined stan-
dard uncertainty, respectively at the reference temper-
ature Tr. Here the temperature exponent coefficients
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FIG. 7: Relative combined standard uncertainty of the line in-
tensities, and the respective contributions of the LFPG (sam-
ple generation) and spectroscopic measurement of peak area
(FS-CRDS measurement). The latter two components are
added in quadrature to give the combined uncertainty.

from HITRAN [30] were used for temperature correction
of Γ. For all measured lines the temperature correction
was between 0.5% and 0.8% of Γ. βN2 and u(βN2) are
the collisional narrowing coefficient (β = νopt/p) and its
combined standard uncertainty, respectively. aW and aS

are the quadratic speed-dependence parameters of col-
lisional broadening and shifting, and u(aW ) and u(aS)
are their respective standard uncertainties. In the last
column of Table II the coefficients of collisional shifting
by air, taken from HITRAN, δairHT are shown for com-
pleteness so that our fitted spectra can be reconstructed
from the data. One should note that the experimental
aS parameters responsible for line asymmetry should be
interpreted together with the pressure shifting δ coeffi-
cients that were assumed when fitting the spectra. As
the assumed value of δ increases, the line asymmetry in-
creases for a given value of aS . In the last row of Table
II there are no uncertainties for βN2 , aW and aS be-
cause these values were constrained to be the same as for
neighboring lines, which were about ten times stronger
in intensity and fitted together.

For comparison in Table III we present the colli-
sional broadening γ

[GP ]
N2

and narrowing β
[GP ]
N2

coefficients,

with their standard uncertainties u(γ[GP ]
N2

) and u(β[GP ]
N2

).
These coefficients are for the same water lines as in Ta-
ble II, but obtained from fits of Galatry profiles (GP) to
the experimental spectra. The values of β

[GP ]
N2

presented
here were obtained from profiles measured at p = 13.3
kPa of nitrogen. The collisional broadening coefficients
based on the GP fits are in most cases about 1% smaller
than the respective coefficients based on SDNGP fits. It
is worth noting that the collisional narrowing coefficients
from the GP fits are 5 to 60 times bigger than the corre-
sponding coefficients from the SDNGP fits. This result
is not surprising because in fits of the Galatry profile
the entire narrowing effect is interpreted to be a con-
sequence of Dicke narrowing (which is described by the
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TABLE II: List of measured water vapor line intensities and line shape parameters from the SDNGP fits. ν0HT - transition wave
number in (cm−1) from HITRAN 2004, S and u(S) - line intensity and its combined standard uncertainty in cm−1/(molec.
cm−2), γN2 and u(γN2) - collisional broadening by N2 (HWHM) and its combined standard uncertainty in (10−2 MHz/Pa),
βN2 and u(βN2) - collisional narrowing coefficient and its combined standard uncertainty in (10−2 MHz/Pa), aW and aS -
quadratic speed-dependence parameters of collisional broadening and shifting, u(aW ) and u(aS) standard uncertainties of aW

and aS , δairHT - collisional shifting by air, from HITRAN 2004 in (10−2 MHz/Pa). To convert γ and β coefficients to the more
commonly used units of (cm−1 atm−1), multiply the tabulated values by 10−2 × 3.3798382 (cm−1 atm−1)/(MHz Pa−1).

ν̃0HT S(Tr) u(S) γN2 u(γN2) βN2 u(βN2) aW u(aW ) aS u(aS) δairHT

7170.27781 2.0158E-21 7.4E-24 3.119 0.009 0.046 0.050 0.141 0.006 0.07 0.09 -0.2186
7172.69909 3.270E-22 2.3E-24 2.978 0.008 0.085 0.018 0.126 0.006 0.06 0.05 -0.1118
7173.96018 2.584E-23 1.6E-25 1.988 0.033 0.098 0.022 0.12 0.02 0.013 0.08 -0.3550
7174.13738 5.771E-22 1.7E-24 3.501 0.015 0.032 0.041 0.15 0.01 0.18 0.04 -0.3065
7175.49242 2.8062E-23 9.0E-26 2.798 0.009 0.134 0.027 0.10 0.02 0.14 0.02 -0.4429
7175.98676 2.6755E-22 7.8E-25 3.271 0.008 0.174 0.053 0.129 0.008 0.22 0.03 -0.2920
7178.44584 1.4419E-22 4.5E-25 3.031 0.010 0.150 0.012 0.115 0.001 0.11 0.08 -0.2246
7179.18718 5.761E-23 2.9E-25 3.226 0.035 0.280 0.035 0.12 0.015 0.006 0.005 -0.2414
7179.75201 2.3048E-22 7.1E-25 1.567 0.006 0.192 0.010 0.12 0.015 0.07 0.01 -0.4130
7180.39972 5.561E-22 2.0E-24 3.260 0.010 0.100 0.027 0.135 0.014 0.01 0.04 -0.1583
7180.61301 2.9491E-23 9.0E-26 2.140 0.010 0.173 0.033 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.06 -0.5326
7181.15578 1.5048E-20 6.1E-23 3.352 0.010 0.039 0.123 0.133 0.013 0.0 0.02 -0.3701
7182.20911 1.5785E-21 4.7E-24 3.611 0.007 0.162 0.031 0.14 0.008 0.02 0.03 -0.3423
7182.94962 3.772E-21 1.5E-23 3.251 0.016 0.170 0.118 0.124 0.016 0.10 0.09 -0.2565
7183.01579 4.069E-22 4.5E-24 3.18 0.12 0.170 – 0.124 – 0.10 – -0.2565

β coefficient), whereas in the SDNGP fits most of nar-
rowing effect is attributed to the speed-dependence of
collisional width (described by the parameter aW ). We
emphasize that because of the nonlinearity with pressure
of the GP-fit-derived collisional narrowing, the β

[GP ]
N2

co-
efficients are valid only for a nitrogen pressure of 13.3
kPa and should not be extrapolated to different pres-
sures. To quantify this effect we simulated spectral line
shapes over the pressure range p = 5 kPa to 30 kPa us-
ing the SDNGP line parameters in Table II for the ν̃0 =
7181.15578 cm−1 transition. We fit a series of Galatry
profiles to the SDNGP profiles, subject to the constraint
that νopt = pβ

[GP ]
N2

. We found that the ratio of line areas
(GP to SDNGP) decreased from 1.004 to 0.994, changing
nearly linearly at a rate of ∼ −0.04% kPa−1. This simple
calculation illustrates that relatively large systematic er-
rors in measured line area could be introduced by fitting
speed-dependent profiles with a GP whose narrowing pa-
rameter is constrained to be linear with pressure.

In Figure 8 we present ratios of our line intensities
S to available experimental and theoretical values: HI-
TRAN [30, 53] SHT , Parvitte et al. [54] SP , Partridge
and Schwenke [55] SPS , and the recent calculations of
Tennyson ST [56]. Error bars correspond to the stan-
dard uncertainties u(S) reported in [53, 54]. Our re-
sults and their standard uncertainties are shown as black
circles and error bars centered at unity on the vertical
axis. The relative difference between our intensities and
those of HITRAN, which were measured using Fourier
transform spectroscopy, are between -4% and 2.5% and
in most cases are within the combined standard uncer-
tainties of these results. For weaker lines, (which corre-
spond to higher J ′ quantum numbers) our line intensities

TABLE III: List of measured water vapor line shape param-
eters from GP fits. ν0HT - transition wave number in (cm−1)
from HITRAN, γN2 and u(γN2) - collisional broadening by
N2 (HWHM) and its combined standard uncertainty in (10−2

MHz/Pa), βN2 and u(βN2) - collisional narrowing coefficient,
measured at p = 13.3 kPa, and its combined standard uncer-
tainty in (10−2 MHz/Pa). To convert γ and β coefficients to
the more commonly used units of (cm−1 atm−1), multiply the
tabulated values by 10−2 × 3.3798382 (cm−1 atm−1)/(MHz
Pa−1).

ν̃0HT γ
[GP ]
N2

u(γ
[GP ]
N2

) β
[GP ]
N2

u(β
[GP ]
N2

)

7170.27781 3.085 0.009 1.581 0.032
7172.69909 2.953 0.011 1.436 0.029
7173.96018 1.966 0.012 0.923 0.009
7174.13738 3.427 0.033 1.853 0.046
7175.49242 2.788 0.018 1.003 0.008
7175.98676 3.235 0.010 1.701 0.024
7178.44584 3.011 0.015 1.409 0.023
7179.18718 3.18 0.03 1.607 0.049
7179.75201 1.551 0.007 0.871 0.013
7180.39972 3.233 0.010 1.726 0.069
7180.61301 2.11 0.05 1.090 0.010
7181.15578 3.316 0.009 1.797 0.028
7182.20911 3.569 0.009 2.147 0.049
7182.94962 3.225 0.013 1.686 0.076
7183.01579 3.31 0.03 1.686 –

are systematically smaller than the HITRAN values, the
average ratio S/SHT being 0.991. It is interesting to note
that our measured line intensity for the strongest line in
this spectral region (ν̃0HT

= 7181.15578 cm−1) is in ex-
cellent agreement with the HITRAN value. The relative
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FIG. 8: Ratios of our line intensities S to available experi-
mental and theoretical values: HITRAN 2004 [30, 53] SHT ,
Parvitte et al. [54] SP , Partridge and Schwenke [55] SPS ,
and Tennyson [56] ST as a function of line intensity S. Our
results and their standard uncertainties are shown as black
circles and error bars centered at unity on vertical axis.

difference (S−SHT )/SHT is only −1.5×10−4±3.2×10−3.
Such a good agreement may be accidental, considering
results for the other lines considered here. However con-
firmation of the commonly used HITRAN value is im-
portant for many applications, because this transition is
used in commercially available and widely used optical
hygrometers [57, 58]. Comparison with line intensities
reported by Parvitte et al. (denoted by SP ) that were
obtained from diode laser spectroscopy, reveals that our
results are higher for most lines and the average ratio is
S/SP = 1.024. Theoretical values of line intensities SPS

are in most cases smaller than our values and the average
ratio S/SPS = 1.02. The most recent line intensities of
Tennyson ST , calculated from CVR dipole moment sur-
faces [56] are systematically greater than our measured
intensities by about 1.4% with a standard deviation of
0.8% which is the smallest of all data sets considered here.
This comparison does not include a lone outlier transition
at ν̃0 = 7179.75201 cm−1 (see Fig. 3) in Tennyson’s cal-
culations which is ∼22% lower than our measured value.
Systematic differences between line intensities of stronger
and weaker lines, which is observed for S/SHT data, do
not occur for S/SP , S/SPS and S/ST .

In Figure 9 ratios of our coefficients of collisional broad-
ening by nitrogen γN2 to the corresponding data available
in literature are presented. Data reported by Zeninari
et al. [59], both experimental and theoretical (marked
as (exp) and (theor) in Fig 9) are in the best agreement
with our results. Unfortunately there are only three lines
available for comparison with our data. The set of γN2

for only three lines reported by Moretti et al. [60] and by
Fiadzomor et al. [62] seem to have a little bigger scatter.
The theoretical pressure broadening coefficients of Delaye
et al. [61] are systematically smaller than our γN2 . One
should note that our γN2 were obtained from fits of the
SDNGP to experimental profiles whereas the experimen-
tal data of Zeninari et al., Moretti et al. and Fiadzomor

10-23 10-22 10-21 10-20

S (cm-1/(molec. cm-2))

0.92

0.96

1.00

1.04

1.08

1.12

γ/
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, - Zeninari et al (exp)% - Zeninari et al (theor)> - Moretti et al (exp)" - Delaye et al (theor)0 - Fiadzomor et al (exp)

FIG. 9: Ratios of our coefficients of collisional broadening by
nitrogen γN2 to the corresponding data available in literature:
Zeninari et al. [59] (experimental and theoretical results),
Moretti et al. [60] (experimental), Delaye et al. [61] (theoret-
ical), Fiadzomor et al. [62] (experimental). Our results and
their standard uncertainties are shown as black circles and
error bars centered at 1 on vertical axis.

et al. were fitted with Voigt profiles. This difference in
data analysis can lead to systematic differences in the fit-
ted pressure broadening coefficients, which in some cases
may be as big as a few percent (see e.g. [17, 63]) and
depends on experimental conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented reference-grade line parameter mea-
surements for rotation-vibration transitions of water va-
por. These results were enabled by combining a pri-
mary humidity generation technique for sample prepa-
ration, a high-stability cavity ring-down spectroscopy
method for accurate spectral measurements, and line
shape models that incorporate collisional narrowing and
speed-dependent effects. Measurements of line intensity
were limited largely by uncertainty in spectral line shape.
These data should serve as a reliable benchmark for val-
idation of ab initio models of rotation-vibration spectra
and for calibration of hygrometers employing laser ab-
sorption spectroscopy.
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